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Well first-off, I must mention that a certain someone STILL hasn’t taken a single bus down to central campus. Ah well, what’s down there anyways, besides people handing out American Flags as part of their Pick-Pocketing 100 Project. In other news, frosh involvement is most certainly on the rise, noticeably in frisbee, Windows 7 commercials and the like. And finally! Halo has emerged from its secret hideout! mwahahaha!

In Brief:
✦ Oh no, Nick! Kenny pirated your IP Address! Get the rug out!
✦ No worries all ye followers of Windows, *cough* Jeff, more happy is coming.
✦ Larson’s Window Jam is proudly sponsored by SpongeCake Manufacturing Inc.
✦ The Der Sheng Challenge. Twenty Seconds. Oh Yeah.
✦ Gibbselector Phason Cannons…. POWERING UP!!!!!!!!
✦ Hey Luigi! You’re so lame I’m gonna give you a second chance! Chain Chomp Sale!!
✦ So uh, Jeff is 3-0 in the last Mario Party games... I think the only way we can break this up is with the help of a Wild Gromer and his mad skills in Mario Partying. obv.
✦ Today’s issue of Joe’s Highlands Digest is here! Wonderful and Amazing Things Happening today... ... ... error: wonderfulAndAmazingThings not found.
✦ Sayac, I already told you, OP Up Smashes have no place in Club Epic. Now Get Line, or GET OUT!

Gromer Alert Level: Elevated
Homeland Security Advisory System

Alert: Gromers have been spotted in the area. Use Caution at All Times and Avoid Dilanese at all costs

DotA Contest Update
Alright everybody, guesses are due by Friday. The Sign-up sheet is now posted on Jon’s door

Directory Releases This Week
A Bartlett at heart, with a BearsFan-Proof passion for music: Yi Li

Oh my God, the world loves him, didn’t you know?: Jeff Paulus

Another Highlander joins the cause!
Princess, deploy!: Josh Busch

Our National Zimbabwe FactBook in human form: Robert Forsyth

That just about completes the Wooly Directory. To view the profiles, just go to the 4th Doug Page on the Website.
Brian & Jon Complete Renovations

With scaffolding folded up, concrete mixers wheeled away, and sawdust all cleared off, the great remodeling of Brian & Jon’s room is complete. On the very first week of school, Brian & Jon put their heads together and decided last year’s setup just wasn’t gonna fly this year. So, after 5 hours of rearranging beds to an optimized setup, they stumbled upon a grand vision. Brian, feeling inspired by his dreams of magic, decided to build a statue of Darol out of magic cards*. Jon, on the other hand, just happened to have a nuclear reactor lying around and quickly got to work. The end result is nothing short of a masterpiece. It even brought a tear to Fiebs’ Eye.

*It should further be noted that Brian used the rest of his magic cards to seal off Nick’s room.

![Diagram of Before and After setups]

Figure 1: (a) Setup as it was before. Notice the intricate symmetry incorporated into their layout. Its simple elegance has been frequently documented in news publications. (b) Optimized Room Setup, made possible through 5 hours of rearranging furniture, a professional home remodeler, and a couple angry camels.

Epic Squirrel: Deploy!

With a steely gaze of fire and a disposition that bespeaks “Hey this is my tree, get away, or I’m gonna beat you down,” the squirrels are getting serious with this whole hibernation thing. In short, they mean business. Attempts to placate the squirrels have fallen on deaf ears, for the Local Squirrel Union is adamant in its claim that these Bears Fans have been caught eyeing those precious tree nuts ever so hungrily. Indeed, we have received numerous eyewitness reports of Bears Fans intruding on well-defined Squirrel Territories.

In addition, activities by local RedHeggie WoodChuck Capture Platoons have done nothing to lower the animosity between the two groups. Ah well, just leave it to a typical Bears Fan to mess up this whole Human-Squirrel peace treaty thing. Geeze Asaah! How Inconsiderate!
Larson and the Search for Darol

In spite of his inglorious fall from Grandmahood, our very own Ex-Duke Larson has taken upon himself the task of finding the Mighty Darol. Where the Mighty Darol may reside, nobody knows, but Admiral Larson is confident in his abilities to succeed. For nothing can hold back the power of a Larson-Class Battlecruiser, winging in with its burnt cookie fuel cells and state-of-the-art Anti-Failure Warp Drive. Armed with a powerful bank of Gidley XII Phasors and a conglomerate of SpongeCake Deflector Arrays, the Larson-Class BattleCruiser is positively certified to Do Work Son.

Adding to this mighty fleet, Admiral Larson has enlisted the help of a certain MegaPanda-class BattleFleet, en route from Mammoth Prime. Rumor has it that the Sheep to People Ratio of active officers in the MegaPanda Fleet is a stunning 11-1. Also along for the journey will be a number of Gibbsinator Support Vessels, each capable of PowerMetal Blasting through any asteroid belt. Reports also indicate that the Highlands Federation may be providing the support of a couple thousand rubber-band arrays with an Anti-Brett Schumaker Assault Vessel.

Armed with this powerful fleet, Admiral Larson will set off in search of the Mop of Time, where it is postulated that he will find the 7 sages of Darol. And then, only after defeating the three-headed SpongeCake and the Sirens of Hainen may he find the One Called Darol.

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature.

May ye cave stay warm and dry!